„Versatile Dependability Modeling“

Background
Component-based and state-based dependability modeling are established techniques for the reliability / availability assessment of a complex system design. For component-based modeling, well-known approaches are fault trees and reliability block diagrams (RBD). State-based modeling relies on a formal system behavior description, i.e. with petri nets or Markov chains.

Existing tools typically focus on maintainability planning issues, while the extensibility with new modeling concepts is not a primary focus.

Description
The Masters project „Versatile Dependability Modeling“ wants to investigate novel approaches for reliability modeling by the help of a new web-based modeling tool. The research part targets the question of how a useful reliability modeling with incomplete and imprecise system and component information can be made possible. The project work will be driven by the creation of the new dependability modeling tool. This application has to be realized as interactive web application for modeling tasks, based on latest JavaScript and HTML5 technologies for a sufficient user experience.

The resulting software stack needs to be flexible enough for a research-driven extension with new modeling constructs, simulation approaches or component reliability data sources.

Based on the number of students and the existing knowledge, the project may also include the scalable solving of state-based models through distributed computing (cloud technologies, cluster computing)
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